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Abstract Bats have a primeval evolutionary origin and

have adopted various survival methods. They have played a

central role in the emergence of various viral diseases. The

sustenance of a plethora of virus species inside them has

been an earnest area of study. This review explains how the

evolution of viruses in bats has been linked to their meta-

bolic pathways, flight abilities, reproductive abilities and

colonization behaviors. The utilization of host immune

response by DNA and RNA viruses is a commencement of

the understanding of differences in the impact of viral

infection in bats from other mammals. Rabies virus and

other lyssa viruses have had long documented history as

bat viruses. While many others like Ebola virus, Nipah

virus, Hantavirus, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and other new

emerging viruses like Sosuga virus, Menangle and Tioman

virus are now being studied extensively for their

transmission in new hosts. The ongoing pandemic SARS-

CoV-2 virus has also been implicated to be originated from

bats. Certain factors have been linked to spillover events

while the scope of entitlement of other conditions in the

spread of diseases from bats still exists. However, certain

physiological and ecological parameters have been linked

to specific transmission patterns, and more definite proofs

are awaited for establishing these connections.
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Introduction

Bats are diverse, abundant mammalian species that have

co-evolved with humans and serve as a reservoir to

numerous infectious agents, remarkably viruses. Bats act as

a reservoir for sundry viral agents, ranging from fla-

viviruses and rabies to novel coronaviruses (CoVs) [1, 2].

Bats are the second most gargantuan mammalian species,

constituting 20% of mammals on earth, second only to

rodents, with more than 1400 species [3]. Bats are

momentous since they act as reservoirs for emerging and

re-emerging viruses, in addition to their role in pollination,

restraining the population of insects and act as an ancillary

for reseeding of forests. Moreover, guano of bats can be

utilized as fertilizer, ingredient in soaps and antibiotics

[4–6]. In bats, more than 130 types of viruses have been

recognized, including around 60 types of zoonotic viruses

which are extremely pathogenic in humans [7], for exam-

ple, SARS-like coronavirus (SL-CoV), Ebola virus, Nipah

virus, and Hendra virus [8–11] (Fig. 1). The recent out-

breaks of novel viruses have fascinated enormous
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inquisitiveness to delineate the exclusivity of bats in har-

boring these high-profile viruses, which contribute to a

high rate of mortality owing to the snowballing spillage

events. It appears to be likely that bats may act as natural

hosts, which play a critical role in viral inter-host trans-

mission. Furthermore, the innovations in molecular and

phylogenetic techniques provide an opportunity to delimit

the evolutionary dynamics of bats, pertaining to the origin

of new viral diseases. Study on the habitat of bat-associated

viruses can help in preventing the new emerging viruses

and re-emerging zoonosis. Here, we explain the viral

spectrum found in different bat species and the ecological

and genetic characteristics of the few novel bat viruses.

Evolution of bats

Bats are known for more than 52.5 million years ago and

have a primeval evolutionary origin, when they com-

menced attaining unique evolutionary determinants for

their survival. They are inimitable in enduring all the cli-

matic conditions and are contemporaneous across the globe

except Antarctica. Being mammals, they are distinctive in

having the ability of flight, providing those with an

opportunity to migrate to far-off places, which escalates the

ventures of inter and intra-species transmission globally

[12]. Bats have an ability to hang upside down owing to the

presence of single valves in arteries to prevent the backflow

and due to the unique attachment of tendons directly to

upper body, without utilizing muscle as a connector

between the two. Bats belong to the order Chiroptera,

meaning ‘hand-wings’ in Greek [13] and based on phylo-

genetic and molecular basis have two sub-divisions,

Yinpterochiroptera and Yangochiroptera. At the same time,

Yangochiroptera that includes microbats is stated as

Microchiroptera, with 16 families comprising 135 genera

and 759 species [14]. The annexation of enormous species

in this order makes it a hefty breeding ground for spillover

and dispersion of novel viruses.

Bats have miscellany feeding habits, varying from

blood, insects to fish, fruits and pollens. However, due to

dearth of the fossil records of bats, it has been hypothesized

that they emerged later but evolved precipitously in the

cretaceous era, diversifying the population dynamics of

bats [15, 16]. The evolution of bats can be ascribed to

‘survival of the fittest theory’ since it was following the

fifth mass extinction. During this K-T extinction bats

started to evolve that occurs 65 million years ago. The K-T

extinction was a consequence of a collision of huge bolide

that created a crater in Yucatan in Mexico subsequently

leading to extinction of 70% of vivacity worldwide,

including 50% of marine life at genus level and 70–80% at

the species level [17, 18]. This annihilation affected all

forms of life, from viruses to mammals as a consequence of

thermal pulse released by ballistic eruption that paved the

path for future evolutionary instances.

Consequently, birds and animals coped up with this

thermal change by hiding in burrows, soil, sand etc. While

bats being the small mammals, adopted distinctive survival

strategies for their persistence in the environment. They act

as the perseverance of infectious agents without overt

infectious complications, ability to transmit the infectious

agent both horizontally and vertically, with a broad host

range and lesser impact on population size and survival of

the host [19]. The inimitable physiognomies progressively

acquired by bats embrace the flight proficiency, high

metabolic rate, and prolonged longevity, despite being

flying mammals with high metabolic rate. The most elite

trait adopted by bats is ‘echolocation’ that enables them to

wander in the dark [20, 21]. Moreover, aerosols generated

during echolocation alongside ultrasonic waves facilitate

the transmission of virus between bats. The co-existence of

viruses with bats invoked inquisitiveness to outline a

symbiotic relationship between the two, enhancing the

extant viral biodiversity. In contrast to viral diversity of

10–50% in fecal samples of bats, the viral diversity is

lesser in the most abundant mammalian genera of rodents

[22]. However, the prevalence of hantavirus and are-

navirus outnumber in rodents than bats, thereby high-

lighting the dearth of existing information pertaining to

viral reservoirs, their pathogenesis and transmission

dynamics.

Co-evolution of viruses and bats

A total of 66 genera from 15 families of RNA with 5

families of DNA viruses have been isolated from 75 bat

genera [23]. After the K-T evolution, the viral diversity

Fig. 1 The emergence of superfluous viruses harbored by bats and

the generalized route of transmission to humans
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was ostentatious owing to the non-availability of host to

maintain a minimum threshold required for sustaining the

transmission of viruses. The co-existence of viruses with

diverse bat species is remarkable, as viruses constitute the

treasured earthbound biotic communes. RNA viruses are

more commonly associated with bats than DNA viruses

owing to a higher error-prone rate of enzymes, subse-

quently, leading to higher antigenic variability and the

surfs of pandemics. RNA viruses have an effective role in

blocking innate arm of defense, modulation of signaling

and disturbances in normal metabolic pathways [24]. The

transmission of viruses from bats to humans is credited to

the disturbance in taciturn interaction of viral proteins with

host receptors, in addition to dampened immune response.

Toward the start of the SARS epidemic, practically all the

recorded patients before developing infection had animal

exposure. After the identification of causal agent of SARS,

SARS-CoV or its antibodies were detected in palm civets

and people handling animals [25–27]. However, later

investigations revealed that SARS-CoV found in palm

civets were transmitted from other animals [26, 27]. Later

in 2005, two groups separately discovered that novel

coronavirus is related to human SARS-CoV in horseshoe

bats [8, 28]. These researches suggested that civets were

intermediate hosts for SARS-CoV and bats may be the

natural hosts. Later numerous CoVs were discovered in

bats from China, Europe, Africa and Southeast Asia, which

were phylogenetically related to SARS-CoVs [8, 28, 29].

Bats are ground to many emerging viral illnesses like

rabies, Ebola, Hendra, Nipah, SARS-CoV, SARS CoV-2,

Influenza and Marburg virus [13]. There have been shreds

of evidence of other vertebrate viruses like Hepatitis B

virus [30]. Bat’s harbor most of the virus species than any

other mammalian host species, which can be linked to their

ecological and phylogeny richness. The sharing of mam-

malian cell receptors with evolution would make them

harbor viruses that can be transmitted to mammals

including humans [7, 31]. There are approximately 70 virus

families found associated with bats, which include 5 DNA

virus families, 2 dsRNA families, 2 reverse transcribing

virus families, 4 ssDNA families, 7 positive ssRNA fami-

lies, 9 negative ssRNA families. Microcheroptera hosts the

majority of viruses (8527) in the database [32]. The

transmission from bats to humans can be either direct or

indirect. Direct transmission to humans is after either bat

bites or exposure to aerosols during cave trips. Another

implicated risk factor is ingestion of bat meat, soup or other

delicacies made from the bat. Bats come in contact

with humans due to various push and pull factors. A ‘push’

refers to demand for increased space and resources due to

overpopulation, which destroys bat habitats and leads to

shortage of food [33]. Natural environmental changes, such

as typhoons, droughts, forest fires can also place stresses on

bats. A ‘pull’ involves the living environments built by

humans, due to increased urbanization, intensive agricul-

ture and food animal breeding; these attract bats and bring

them close to human habitat. Since fruit bats cannot con-

sume large feed in a single instance, they chew part of fruit

to devour the desired sugar and discard the rest of the fruit,

which if eaten by animals and humans, can transmit the

infection. The spillover leading to emergence of zoonotic

infections in new populations requires coordination of

certain ecological factors [34]. The episodic shedding due

to nutritional deficient times in bats and in epochs of

pregnancy and lactation, in proximity with protracted

environmental load of virus and intersection of host might

augment for spillover [35, 36]. The spillover is often

through an indirect recipient. The indirect transmission is

via an intermediate host like pigs, civets, camels or pan-

golins. Only those animals can serve as intermediate host,

which are in close proximity to humans and can amplify

the virus for efficient transmission [33, 35].

Rabies

Rabies is an ancient disease that was discovered 400 years

ago, and later, bats were identified as one of the potential

reservoirs of the disease. Three varied species of bats have

been implicated in the causation, namely Desmodus

rotundus, Diphylla ecaudata (hairy-legged vampire bat)

and Diaemus youngi (white-winged vampire bat). Of these,

vampire bat is the main reservoir of rabies, implicated in

human transmission. Another astounding factor noted in

the transmission of rabies is the high prevalence of virus in

colonial genera rather than the solitary genera [37]. Lately,

it has been found that bats were incriminated in 90% of the

cases in United States. However, the number is under-

stated, as most of the cases could not recall the history of

bat bites [38]. There are reports of difference in clinical

characteristics of bat acquired lyssavirus infections in

humans with average incubation period of 51 days while in

carnivores acquired infection it was 65 days, even clinical

period was found shorter in bat lyssa viruses [39]. Studies

from India have revealed that the rabies virus strains cir-

culating in India are mainly of canine origin. However, bats

are increasingly being implicated as causative agent of

rabies in some parts of the country [39, 40]. Bats have been

found to be seropositive (5.1%) for lyssavirus in Nagaland.

However, the virus couldn’t be detected from their brain

tissues by RT-PCR and immunofluorescence [40].
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Other lyssa viruses

Other lyssaviruses transmitted by bats include Irkut virus

(IRKV), Shimoni bat virus (SHIBV), Duvenhage virus

(DUVV), West Caucasian bat virus (WCBV), European bat

lyssavirus 1 (EBLV-1), European bat lyssavirus 2 (EBLV-

2) and Australian bat lyssavirus (ABLV) [41–44]. Of these

viruses, WCBV is the most divergent species of lyssavirus,

which has been isolated from Southeast Europe. The bat

species implicated in the same involves Miniopterus

schreibersii. Astoundingly, antivirals were unable to pro-

tect the mice leading to death of the mice [45]. IRKV has

been reported after bite from bats in Russia and subse-

quently, cases were reported from China and Ukraine. The

same virus has been isolated from Murina leucogaster in

China, underlining the bat-to-human transmission [46].

Virus, when introduced into mice, could establish same

symptomatology, and no symptoms were noted when the

mice was given pre-exposure prophylaxis. Analogously,

DUVV was first isolated from a Dutch patient after bat bite

(Miniopterus) in Kenya. Inspite of the medical assistance,

the patient died. SHIBV is known to transmit via Hip-

posideros commersoni, which when introduced into mice

eventually led to fatality, even after administration of

antivirals [47, 48]. ABLV is the species of lyssavirus that

has been isolated from the ‘rabies-free Australia’ in 1996

[49] and subsequently, all the bats in Australia were found

to harbor the virus. The species of bats implicated in the

same included Saccolaimus flaviventris [50, 51]. The co-

existence of varied lyssaviruses in diverse bat species

connotes the specificity of virus tropism to certain recep-

tors, minutiae of which are still cryptic [13, 52].

Hendra virus

Hendra virus was first isolated from Hendra, Australia in

1994, following an outbreak of acute respiratory illness in

humans and animals [53]. The bat species implicated in

illness embrace fruit bats (flying foxes) of the genus

Pteropus, including black flying fox, P. alecto; little red

flying fox, P. scapulatus; gray headed flying fox, Pteropus

poliocephalus; and spectacled flying fox, P. conspicillatus.

Of these diverse species, P. scapulatus is the chief

incriminated species involve in interspecies transmission

[13]. Multiple spillover events from bats form the corner-

stone in transmission dynamics of virus, abetting in the

intersection of interspecies interfaces. Similarly, Nipah

virus has caused encephalitis outbreaks in Malaysia, Ban-

gladesh and India [54–56]. Pteropus bat species is associ-

ated with such spillover events that facilitate the

transmission. In the Malaysian outbreak, contact with pigs

has been implicated as the immediate event initiating the

outbreak. Whereas in the Bangladesh outbreak, the human-

to-human transmission was the keystone of the event, with

no association with pigs [54, 57, 58]. A study conducted in

Haryana; North India detected 48% of bats to be seropos-

itive for henipavirus. The bats were captured using mist

nets, and blood was drawn from cephalic or brachial artery

[59]. Recently, bats were incriminated in an outbreak in

Kerela, India, without involvement of any intermediate

host. The fruit bat (Pteropus medius; n = 52) and Lesche-

nault’s rousette (Rousettus leschenaulti; n = 12) from an

area near the index case were euthanized; throat and rectal

swabs were collected and tested for Nipah virus. The

euthanized animals were transported to ICMR-NIV in a

liquid nitrogen transport chamber and different organs

were dissected like liver, spleen, lung, kidney, brain and

intestines. The virus was detected in 25% of throat and

rectal swabs and the same could be retrieved from liver,

spleen or both organs. A high level of homology,

99.7–100% was reported between Pteropus spp and human

NiV sequences of N gene, whereas the homology

decreased (85.14–96.15%) when compared to strains from

Bangladesh, Malaysia and Cambodia [60]. The ephrin-B2/

B3 receptors in Henipavirus at as attachment for virus entry

in the host by binding their glycoprotein G [61].

Other viruses

Meanangle virus was discovered during the outbreak

investigation of stillborn piglets in Australia in 1997 [62].

The litters were characterized by autolysis, mummification

and stillbirths, with few of them exhibiting the teratogenic

effects in the form of brachygnathia, kyphosis and arthro-

gryposis. The studies have revealed tissue tropism of virus

for lymphoid organs in animals and human gastrointestinal

epithelium. Though bats were not directly implicated in

causation, research has divulged the presence of neutral-

izing antibodies in little red flying foxes [62, 63]. Tioman

virus is distinct from Meanangle virus and has been iso-

lated from Pteropus bats in Australia [64]. The same was

noted in Malaysia and Singapore during an outbreak

investigation of suspected Nipah virus. Tioman virus was

recently characterized from North-eastern region of India

in 2016, from the tissue of Pteropus giganteus by RT-PCR

and a homology of 99.87% and 99.99% was found with

TioV strains of Malaysia [65]. Tioman virus has also been

found to infect the lymphoid tissue of pigs and due to its

closeness with other paramyxoviruses affecting humans the

study indicated pigs as amplifying host which could lead to

future outbreaks of disease in pig farmers [66].
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Nipah virus

Nipah virus (NiV) is an emerging virus having zoonotic

potential with a wide distribution of reservoir bat species.

The World Health Organization considered as a global

health priority that may have pandemic potential because

of human-to-human transfer, the high case fatality rate in

humans, and unavailability of vaccine or therapeutic agents

[67]. The NiV or related viruses have been detected by

serological surveillance or PCR in different bat species, but

NiV viruses have not been successfully isolated. The NiV

has been reported in Pteropus hypomelanus bats [68, 69]

and P. vapmyrus bats in Malaysia [10] and P. lylei bats in

Cambodia [70]. An outbreak in Malaysia was reported

between September 1998 and April 1999 in pigs and

humans. The outbreak infects 265 people and causing 105

deaths and the slaughter of around 1 million pigs. Initial

reports, suggested Japanese encephalitis virus as the cause

of the outbreak, but later culturing in Vero cells and

electron microscopy confirmed the Nipah virus [71]. The

virus is transmitted from bats to pigs and pigs to humans.

Bangladesh reported NiV outbreak in 2001, and India

reported two outbreaks in West Bengal in 2007 and Kerala

during May 2018. These infections in Bangladesh and

India were found in the bat reservoir in P. medius [72, 73].

Chua et al. [68] reported that wildlife species showed

neutralizing antibodies against NiV during the outbreak in

P. hypomelanus. They reported the syncytial cytopathic

effect in Vero cells in urine and swabs of eaten fruits of

Island flying foxes.

Japanese encephalitis virus

Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) is a zoonotic arbovirus of

the family Flaviviridae and the genus Flavivirus with a tick

or mosquito-borne characteristics. The genome segment of

JEV (* 11 kb) encodes three structural proteins and seven

non-structural proteins. The serologically Flavivirus group

into eight species and two subtype viruses, West Nile virus

(WNV); Kunjin virus (a subtype of WNV); Murray Valley

encephalitis virus (MVEV); Alfuy virus (a subtype of

MVEV); St. Louis encephalitis virus (SLEV); Usutu virus

(USUV); Koutango virus; Yaounde virus; and Cacipacore

virus [74, 75]. The JEV has been isolated from mosquitoes,

pigs, birds and horses [76, 77]. The JEV has been isolated

from bats since 1963; however, the role of bats in JEV

epidemiology is fully defined [78, 79]. Wang et al. [80]

reported the molecular and virulence characterization of

two bat JEV isolates from China. In Asia, around 30,000 to

50,000 cases of Japanese encephalitis occur, and are mostly

related Culex mosquitos. JEV antibodies are identified in

several bat species like Hipposideros armiger, H. speoris,

H. cineraceus, H. pomona, H. bicolor, Rhinolophus

comutus, R. ferrumequinum, R. rouxi, Myotis macro-

dactylus, Vespertilio superans, and Miniopterus

schreibersii [13]. The bats (R. leschenaulti) having anti-

JEV antibodies are prevalent in Southern China. These bats

are cave dwelling, highly gregarious and migratory, which

makes them suitable for carrying, circulation and spillover

of the virus. They also feed on fruits like litchi or longan

shared by humans which facilitates the viral cross-infection

[81].

Alpha virus

The equine encephalitis virus (EEV) is an RNA virus of the

family Togaviridae and the genus Alphavirus. It comprises

of Eastern Equine Encephalitis Virus, Western Equine

Encephalitis Virus, Venezuelan Equine Encephalitis Virus,

and Highland J virus, which are transmitted by arthropods

and flies. However, reservoir animals like birds and bats

have an important role in the transmission of the virus. The

distribution of these viruses is limited according to the

climatic conditions and dispersal is dependent on the

geographical distribution of hosts, vectors and reservoirs.

The bats of the genus Desmodus rotundus are considered as

the most vulnerable of contracting EEV [82, 83]. However,

the most common route for EEV transmission is via mos-

quito bites. The virus-infected equines show high fever,

hyporexia, restlessness, ataxia, bruxism, and imbalance

towards the environment. Humans were also found to be

infected with the EEV and currently only preventing vac-

cines are available. In a study from Mexico, analyzed

pulmonary, cardiac and hepatic tissue of bats (Carollia

perspicillata, Artibeus turpis and Glossophaga soricina)

and found EEV in a male species of Artibeus turpis [84].

Other studies in the departments of Sucre and Córdoba

reported EEV in bat species Artibeus planirostris and

Sturnira lilium. These reports suggest that fruit bats from

the Caribbean region in Columbia are may play a role in

the enzootic cycle of equine encephalitis virus [82].

Ebola virus

The four Ebola virus strains; Ebola Zaire virus, Ebola

Reston virus, Ebola Sudan virus, Ebola Ivory Coast virus

and Marburg virus are known to cause severe viral hem-

orrhagic fever in humans except for Reston. RESTV the

only subtype reported outside African continent causes

mild disease in pigs, severe disease in non-human primates

with no reports of disease in human [85–88]. The bat

species implicated involves little free-tailed bat
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(Chaerephon pumilus), Angola free tailed bat (Mop-

scondylurus) and Wahlberg’s epauletted fruit bat species

(Epomophorus wahlbergi) [9]. Moreover, the serological

evidence of the same has been noted in 4% of the bat

population. The presence of Niemann-Pick type C disease/

NPC1 receptor in bats determines the susceptibility of

filoviruses in bats; small changes in these genes could

reduce their susceptibility to Ebola virus [89]. The presence

of high viral load in bats facilitates human-to-human

transmission.

Marburg virus

Marburg was reported from Frankfurt, Germany and Bel-

grade of Yugoslavia. The disease has a high case fatality

rate. It is spread either via contact with infected blood or

body fluids of the infected individual or via monkeys and

bats of Rousettus aegyptiacus species. Though the molec-

ular methods had unearthed virus in bats, the same isn’t

adequate to ascertain bats as the perpetrator, since the

intermediate host might be involved in the cryptic trans-

mission dynamics [90, 91]. Studies from North-eastern part

of India have revealed the presence of neutralizing anti-

bodies against varied filoviruses in humans (5.1%) and the

same has been noted in R. leschenaultii (13.3%) and

E. spelaea (6.2%), underscoring the spillover events from

bats. The basis could be co-roosting of different species of

bats and the rolling parturition pattern of bats in caves [92].

This highlights the significance of surveillance and testing

of both humans and bats at high-risk interfaces.

Sosuga virus

Sosuga is a species of Paramyxovirus and was identified

for the first time in a female wildlife biologist after a short

expedition for collection of bats in South Sudan and

Uganda in 2012. Though the reservoir has not been

established yet, but Egyptian Rousette bats (Rousettus

aegyptiacus) have been found to have some evidence of

virus serologically [93]. The symptoms of the disease were

high fever, generalized myalgia and arthralgia, sore throat,

neck stiffness, and maculopapular rash. The deep

sequencing and metagenomic analysis confirmed the

Sosuga virus closely related to Rubula like viruses found in

several species of African and Asian fruit bats [93].

Coronaviruses (SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV)

The emergence of novel coronavirus in 2002 was an

upheaval, having origin in live wet markets of China,

subsequently spreading across the globe, affecting * 8000

cases. Apart from humans, raccoon dogs and palm civets

were found to harbor the virus and the Himalyan palm

civets were eventually identified as the intermediate host

for SARS-CoV. The reservoir for the infection was illus-

trated to be Rhinolophus species of Chinese horseshoe bats,

which spilled over crossing the inter-species barrier, owing

to the gradual adaptive mutations, making it suitable for

human-to-human transmission. No immediate ancestor of

SARS-CoV was found in bat population during the

15 years of research, regardless of frequent RNA recom-

bination in coronaviruses [94, 95]. Therefore, it is highly

considered that SARS-CoV recently rose through recom-

bination of bat SARSr-CoVs in the yet to be recognized bat

caves. This speculation is predictable with past information

indicating that an immediate forebear of SARS-CoV

developed before 2002 [96, 97]. Recombination examina-

tion additionally firmly supported the speculation that the

civet SARS-CoV strain SZ3 emerged through the recom-

bination of two WIV16 and Rf 4092 bat strains. Moreover,

WIV16, the nearest relative of SARS-CoV found in bats,

likely emerged through recombination of two other per-

vasive bat SARSr-CoV strains [98].

Another novel coronavirus was Middle East Respiratory

syndrome virus that originated in Saudi Arabia in 2012.

The outbreak had a high case fatality rate of 45%, and the

reservoir was identified as Egyptian tomb bat, Taphozous

with dromedary camels as the intermediate host [99, 100].

As the development of SARS is related to palm civets, the

majority of the early MERS cases involved the dromedary

camels. MERS-CoV strains from dromedary camels were

identical to the strains isolated from humans [101–103].

Furthermore, MERS-CoV-specific antibodies were preva-

lent in camels from the Middle East, Africa and Asia

[104, 105]. Besides, the MERS-CoV infection was detected

in the serum of camels collected in 1983 [106], which

shows that MERS-CoV was present 30 years ago in

camels. Sequence analysis demonstrated that MERS-CoV

species like HKU4 (Tylonycteris bat coronavirus) and

HKU5 (Pipistrellus bat coronavirus) are phylogenetically

related. MERSr-CoVs are found in two bat families (Ves-

pertilionidae and Nycteridae) having 14 bat species. In any

case, none of these MERSr-CoVs is an immediate ancestor

of MERS-CoV, as their S proteins differ from that of

MERS-CoV [104, 107]. DPP4 receptor responsible for

tissue tropism of MERS-CoVs is found evidently in res-

piratory and intestinal epithelium of most of the frugivo-

rous bat species. While in insectivorous bats the tropism is
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more limited to intestinal epithelium expressing this

receptor [108].

SARS-CoV 2

The recent outbreak of SARS-CoV 2 has been associated

with live, wet markets of Wuhan, China [109] and pan-

golins have been identified as the intermediate host

with * 99% of homology between the sequences of

SARS-CoV-2 and virus isolated from pangolins [110]. The

reservoir has been illustrated to be bats, and it appears

plausible that the virus originated in RaTG13 strain of

coronavirus, isolated from bat caves in Yunnan province of

China in 2013, through natural selection. The entry of

SARS coronavirus into the host is mediated via its spike

glycoprotein (amino acids residues at positions 479 and

487 of receptor-binding motif, RBM), which interacts with

the host ACE-2 receptor (major hotspot regions being 31

and 353). The similar receptor has been implicated in

SARS-CoV-2 (corresponding to amino acids residues at

493 and 501 of RBM). The strength of interaction between

spike protein RBM and ACE2 receptors determines the

propensity for human-to-human transmission, predilection

being more definite if asparagine (N) and threonine (T) are

present at 479 and 487 positions respectively [111].

Few changes occurred in SARS CoV was identified in

Himalyan palm civets, the intermediate host in SARS. The

changes in SARS CoV had lysine (K) and serine (S) at

these positions, however over the years, K and S mutated to

N and T respectively, allowing the virus to dock in human

host. While, bat coronavirus had asparagine (N) at both

these places, emphasizing the requisite of an intermediate

host for transmission to humans, as they lack of hetero-

geneity required for direct human transfer. Since the

sequence, similarity between RaTG13 and human SARS-

CoV-2 strains throughout the genome is 96.2% and pro-

tein-sequence identity is approximately 98%, suggesting a

need for an intermediate host. Moreover, in SARS-CoV-2

there is single variation merely at position 479, where

glutamine is present in human SARS-CoV-2 and tyrosine

in RaTG13, endowing the hypothesis of direct transmission

from bats to humans without any intermediate host [111].

This is further substantiated by the fact that the

homology between spike glycoproteins of SARS bat and

human coronavirus was merely 78% and this upsurge to

98% in civets, thus favoring the transmission from civets to

humans. Though a difference of 1100 nucleotides has been

comprehended between bat and human SARS-CoV-2, in

contrast to mere 7 nucleotide disparity noted in Himalyan

palm civet and humans SARS virus [112]. This might be

attributed either to lack of variation in the amino-acid

encoded, or the presence of this variation in a region other

than the one encoding the spike glycoprotein [111]. A

study has delineated the circulation of different bat coro-

naviruses from eight Rousettus spp. and 21 Pteropus spp.

from seven varied states of India. RdRp region was

extensively studied and the phylogenetic analysis revealed

distinct sub-clustering of all these isolates [113].

Bats as a preferred choice for viruses

The inquisitiveness about why bats are preferred by viruses

as their abode is the scorching theme of the hour, in view of

the emerging and re-emerging viruses of pandemic poten-

tial. The origin and subsequent dispersion of these novel

viruses have led to snooping within researchers to unearth

out the bases behind this friendship. Amongst thousands of

viruses, only a few cross the human-animal interface to

have an efficient human-to-human transmission. Several

hypotheses have been propositioned to rationalize this

propinquity between the persistence of viruses in bats

without impairing the homeostasis of bats. The most

putative explanations for the same incorporate the inim-

itable innate and adaptive immune system, along with

lymphoid development affecting B and T lymphocytes,

macrophages and immunoglobulins [13, 114]. The model

of bats harboring such high-profile viruses originated in the

1920’s, when rabies virus was isolated from bats in South

and Central America, and the bats were confirmed to har-

bor a wide array of RNA and DNA viruses in 1974. The

hypothesis based on constitutive expression of type 1

interferon in bat cells suggested that this could lead to low

level intermittent viral expression that would lead to

reduced immune stimulation of weak adaptive response

and poor antibody stimulation [115]. Inflammation in bats

is controlled, which aids in more prolonged survival of

viruses. NLRP3 inflammasome, which plays an important

role in controlling RNA virus infections in mammals, was

found down regulated in bats preventing downstream

activation of inflammatory mediators [116, 117]. Response

to DNA virus infection in bats is controlled by dampened

STING response. STING is an adaptor protein involved in

DNA sensing pathways; it was found to have mutation in

serine residue leading to loss in its activity. As high

metabolic rate during flight leads to damage in DNA and

self-DNA is released into the cytoplasm so a dampened

STING response could also help viruses to conserve their

DNA in bats [118].

Bat cell line persistently infected with MERS-CoV

shows selection of mutations in different viral genes, which

could further help in adaptation in bats as well as other

hosts [117]. The symbiotic relationship between bats and

viruses is beneficial in view of habitat and dispersal for the

virus; and for bats to enhance the immune system by cross-
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protection. The cross-protection is indebted to the perse-

verance of viruses that further inhibits other pathogens to

establish disease in bats, by enhancing the immune

response. Viral persistence in the bat population could be

probably due to consistent introduction of naı̈ve individuals

or due to persistent infection in infected individuals [119].

Owing to the protection from predators, viruses are referred

as ‘biological weapons’ for bats, which are emancipated

into the target population in events of imminent threat to

their existence, but remain innocuous in peace with the

host otherwise [120–122]. Another hypothesis to support

the co-existence of viruses with bats is owed to the low

reproductive ability of the bats, with one or two offspring

per year. The high-profile viruses in turn support the low

reproducibility, in order to have a robust defense phe-

nomenon in place to combat the survival threats in the

alleyway of evolution [31].

Flight ability

The exceptional flight ability owned by bats is speculated

to be the foremost keystones pertained to viral symbiosis.

The migratory ability can be solitary as seen in silver-

haired bats or colonial as noted in Mexican free-tailed bats,

which further expedites the exchange of viruses among

non-migratory species as well. The migration is conse-

quential to complex interplay of multiple factors as sex-

specific mating; circumvention of inbreeding and the major

advantage is subsequent gene flow. Majority of species

migrate owing to the unfavorable conditions, while

migration in temperate bats is connoted with hibernation.

The ability to fly and migrate to far places with a range of

130 mm to 2 m is due to the presence of finger-like hollow

bones, without bone marrow that curtails the immune

response in the absence of B cell production. The flight

mechanism in bats raises the metabolic rate in body, pro-

ducing a variety of metabolic by-products. These by-

products in turn, generate an oxidative burst in the body

that damages mitochondrial DNA and other cellular

mechanisms. This high metabolic rate in turn can prove

detrimental, as creatures with high metabolic rate are

usually short-lived. However, bats have a long-life span,

underlining the connotation of mitochondrial DNA in

defying the damage of oxidative outburst [123, 124].

Moreover, the less prevalence of tumors in bats unveils the

presence of such resistant mechanisms in bats, as high level

of oxidative outburst promotes tumorigenesis [125]. The

high metabolic rate generated in the body is 15-folds as

compared to sevenfold rise in rodents and twofold rise in

other flying mammals. Moreover, this high metabolic rate

in bats mimics the exceptional febrile response, which

helps in foresee of viral replication inside the body,

subsequently, snowballing the efficiency of immune

response. The ‘‘flight as fever’’ hypothesis suggests that

increased body temperature while flight could provide a

metabolic mechanism for virus survival in them without

causing any disease [126]. The cost of immune response is

subsidized owing to the proportionate rise in metabolic rate

on encountering the pathogen as compared to the rate

during flight [125, 127, 128].

Consequently, the high metabolic rate assists in facili-

tation and subvention of immune cost in bats. However,

bats hibernate during winter leading to a decline in meta-

bolic rate, but it has been noted that bats arouse multiple

times during their hibernating period. Long hibernation

periods have been linked to persistent coronavirus infection

in bats [129]. The torpor has also been associated with

inhibition in viral replication and has inverse correlation

with viral richness, but this needs to be extensively studied

[78, 130]. Few studies have revealed the role of diversified

receptors that facilitate this multitude of viruses in bats, but

very limited research has been accomplished in this aspect.

Conclusion and future prospects

Bats serve as the abode to many emerging viruses owing to

the unique characteristics attained during evolution. The

recent rise in emergence of novel viral species is attributed

to significant changes in the behavioral patterns and habi-

tats of bats that arouse stress due to encroachment of their

habitat by humans, which further leads to altered foraging

and behavior patterns, leading to viral niche expansion and

closer proximity to humans. The temptation to speculate

the reasons have led to the most accepted hypothesis of

tendency to flight with migratory capacity and high meta-

bolic rate as the mainly incriminated dynamic elements,

which acts as the intensive selective force driving the

evolution. The available data on receptor binding, patho-

genesis and genetic evolution suggest that SARS-CoV

evolved in bats from bat SARSr-CoV through sequential

recombination.

However, further extensive studies are anticipated to

delineate the bat-ecology interaction that drives the out-

breaks. Very little is known about the pathogenesis and

replication of these viruses. So, future work should be

planned for studying virus isolation, reverse genetics and

in-vivo and in-vitro infection assays. These results would

help in the prevention of SARS-like or MERS-like diseases

in the future. The bat physiological studies ought to be

employed to analyze the immune response in captive bats

trained in a restricted environment in tunnels which are

then, verified for high metabolic rates and the consequent

immune responses in distinctive scenarios. Currently, there

is no medication or vaccine available for any of the human
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coronavirus. As the RBD is conserved in SARS-CoV and

bat SARSr-CoVs, some strategies like anti-RBD antibodies

or RBD-based vaccines should be developed. There is an

urgent need for establishing a systematic surveillance net-

work, using the metagenomics approach, to quest for the

viruses in varied wildlife to delimit the ‘virosphere’ and

myriad of elements impelling the cross-species barrier. It is

well established that viruses exist in their natural envi-

ronment for a long time. Moreover, the spillover of the

viruses from the natural environment/host to humans is due

to human activities like agriculture and urbanization. Thus,

the most effective procedure to prevent viral zoonosis is to

maintain a barrier between human society and natural

reservoirs of viruses, keeping in mind the ‘one health’

concept. The evolution of immune regulation in assisting

the prolonged existence of a legion of virus species in bats

needs to be studied to establish a connection of new

emergences with ancestral viral species. In many of the

emerging diseases host shifts occur and molecular evolu-

tionary dynamics has shown the role of selection, viral and

host genetic backgrounds in such shifts. Further, the role of

selection pressure inside the reservoir host that could aid in

diversification of genetic elements that could lead to out-

breaks in a new population also could help to predict

outbreaks.
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